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12 students charged
with selling drugs
By Mark Clover
Editor
A drag investigation conducted by
the Bureau of Criminal Identification
(BCI) that resulted in the arrest of 12
University students recently will
hopefully initiate a cutback in student
drug usage, according to University
Police Lieutenant Roger Daoust.
"We
would
hope
that
this
information will stop a lot of the drug
usage at the University," Daoust said
referring to the dozen students being
charged with selling LSD or marijuana.
"WE'VE BEEN aware that there
have been some problems in the dorms

and off-campus, Daoust continued.
"I think it would be considered
ignorant of us to MURfe that there arc
no drugs at Bowling Green.
"We can't say that there aicn't drug
problems at Bowling Green." he
added. "There are drug problems at
the high school level and we have to
assume that there arc drugs at Bowling
Green too. Hopefully, this action will
cut down on some of those problems."
University Police released the names
of the 12 students charged with selling
drugs illegally last week. The list
included the following names:
Mary Pleiman, 21, 822 Second St.:
Gary Tarcv. 22. 822 Second St.;

New York airline crash
under investigation
NEW YORK (AP) - A total of 110
persons perished Tuesday when an
Eastern Airlines Boeing 727 crashed in
flames near Kennedy International
Airport. Fourteen survivors were
hospitalized after the crash.
Firemen said early today that 108
bodies had been found in the marshy
area at the edge of the airport where
the plane, nonstop Flight 66 from
New Orleans, crashed. Two other
persons died at a hospital.

THERE WAS still confusion today
on the number of persons aboard the
jet. A spokesman for the airline said
there were 116 passengers and seven
crew members - a total of 123.
But the hospital where two of the
victims died said a total of 16 persons
had been admitted and the 14 were
still alive. Added to the 108 bodies
counted by the firemen at the crash
scene, this makes a total of 124
aboard.
Meanwhile,
officials
are
investigating the
possibility that
lightning struck the jetliner while it
was attempting to land during an
electrical storm.
The National Transportation Safety
Board's (NTSB) area supervisor,
George Van Epps, said Tuesday night

that there was no record of any
emergency radio message from the
pilot, Cpt. John Klcven, of Queens in
New York.
VAN EPPS said flight and voice
recorders had been recovered and were
being sent to Washington for study.
Asked about eyewitness reports that
lightning had hit the plane, he said
that was "something that will be
considered in the investigation."
A Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) investigator at the scene who
asked that his name not be used said
"weather was definitely a factor."
However, Isabel Burgess, a member
of the NTSB investigating board, said
she doubted that lightning had
anything to do with the crash. She said
she had only heard of two previous
crashes directly attributed to lightning.
A Pjssau County policeman, Paul
Moran. said he was driving home when
he saw a lightning boll hit the plane.
"IT TILTED to the right and went
about 20 more yards, then hit the
ground." he said. Moran said he ran to
the plane and pulled out two survivors
but he did not sec any others who
appeared to be alive.

Jeffrey Matthias, 18. 305 Offenhauer
West; James Woltman, I", 28 Rodgers;
Robert Huff, 19, 23° Rodgers; Lisa
Batt. 19, 411 Lowry; Larry Kisor. 20,
346 Rodgers; John Bostic, 18, 313
Prout; Jeffrey Pike, 20. 239 Rodgers;
Jeffrey Yakobich, 21. 1240 E.
Wooster; Jeffrey Hangstrom. and John
O'Neill, both 19 and both lived it 344
Rodgers.
DAOUST SAID the BCI is "a
sub-branch of the Ohio attorney
general's office." He :.dded that
University Police Director Dale Shaffer
requested that the BCI conduct its
investigation.
Daoust said "he was not at liberty"
to announce the amount of time the
investigation took or when the BCI
investigation initiated. However, he
said that it would be correct to assume
that the total investigative procedure
took place "over a series of a few
months."
Daoust said he was not greatly
surprised at the number of students
charged in the investigation and added
that University Police will continue to
be on the lookout for drug violations
"These cases are very hard to
enforce, but we will continue to
enforce as long as there is the
problem," Daoust said. "Students have
to realize that they are in violation of
the law."
SHAFFER, WHO requested that
Ohio Attorney General William Brown
conduct the investigation because drug
selling is a felony, was unavailable for
comment yesterday.
The 12 students, currently tree on
their
own recognizance
pending
further court appearances, have all
been served with warrants or had
warrants sent to police in their respective
hometowns.

Weather
Continued warm today with a 50
per cent chance of rain this afternoon
and 60 per cent chance of rain tonight.
Today's high in the low to mid 80s
cooling down to the low 60s this
afternoon and this evening.

Farm work

Fertilizing a field alone on a hot summer day can be hard work.
(Newsphoto by Gordon Fischer)

University interested

City requests property
By Beckie King
Staff Reporter
The acquisition of the former Post
Office al North Main and Oak streets
may create a conflict of interest
between the City of Bowling Green
and Ihc University, both having
expressed interest in the building.
According to the system used in
disposing of Federal property, other
federal agencies arc given tire chance
lo obtain the building, followed by the
state and then local governments.
MAYOR
CHARLES
Bartlett
indicated that the city is very serious
about obtaining the federal building
and has asked Governor James Rhodes
to aid Bowling Green in acquiring it.
No Federal agency is likely to make
a bid for the building according to
Bartlett. ami he said he believed it
would best serve the interests of the
city.

The old Post Office has been
appraised at $105,000 and letters
indicating its availability should be
sent to the State of Ohio in early July,
according to Bartlett.
IN A LETTER to Governor Rhodes.
Bartlett explained, "The property is
first of all located in the central
business district, several blocks from
the University campus.
"Secondly, the city owns adjoining
property to the west which will
shortly be converted to a new
Administrative Services Building.
"Thirdly,
our
community
desperately needs a public indoor
recreational facility as a means of
combating
juvenile
delinquency,
vandalism, and crime and for meeting
the needs of many of its senior
citizens."
PLANS CREATED for the city
recreational center by a University

drafting class include a craft room, a
weight room, and a wood shop along
with a kitchen and meeting room.
The
General
Services
Administration, which handles the
disposal of the building, has been
informed of the University's interest.
According to Richard Edwards, vice
president of the University, the school
does not plan to withdraw its interest
"But the University will not press it,"
Edwards added.
NO DEFINITE plans have been
made by the University for the
building, but Edwards noted that it
was remarked that it could be used as
a Popular Culture Center.
Of greater interest to the University
is the City Utilities Building, located
on Wooster Street across from the
University, Edwards said.
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Rolling Stones' rock superstar Mick Jagger struts and fires up a large Cleveland .crowd during a recent concert appearance. fNewsphotos by Steve Donnely)
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white house
dragging feet
White House officials are apparently in no hurry to help Sen. Frank Church
(D-Idaho) draw conclusions from his commission's investigation of alleged
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) assassination activities.
Sen. Church said delays in receiving vital information from White House
officials his resulted in postponement of testimony by officials from the
administrations of former presidents John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson.
Church also said these testimonies were vital to his commission's investigation
of the CIA and added that without the White House documents, "it's quite
useless to bring these witnesses before the committee."
The White House has provided the Church committee with all of the
information gathered by the commission guided by Vice President Nelson
Rockefeller. But according to Church, the information supplied to date is
lacking in many respects.
"The hang-up here is that there are gaps in the information that has thus far
been supplied the committee," Church said.
Because the White House has been slow to provide information to fill the
gaps, the Church committee has yel to hear extensive testimony from such key
political figures as McGeorge Bundy, former adviser to President Kennedy;
Robert McNamara, former secretary of defense and Dean Rusk, former secretary
of state under Johnson and Kennedy.
Speaking for the White House officials, White House Press Secretary John
Hushen has said, "We have met and will meet all of our commitments."
Some swifter action on meeting those commitments might help to bridge the
credibility gap between the White House and the public in addition to helping
Sen. Church continue with his vital investigation.

news analysis

i

'national security'
denies public info

News Analysis
By Mark Glover
The words "national security" have
an ominous connotation. The words
have a way of cheapening those things
that are considered common and
necessary. Mention national security
and all else is put aside for the sake of
an immediate, serious emergency.
Because the mention of national
security carries such serious weight, it
is used as a blanket by national
government officials to deny the
public access to information that is
either
politically
or
militarily
embarrassing.
THE PROCESS of denying the
public information is characterized by
sophiscation and the use of fear
tactics. Here is how it works:
Assuming the taxpayer's money has
been misused in some way, the
information can simply be stamped
with the universal "confidential" and
filed. If a curious government worker
or news gathering agency wishes to
gain access to the confidential
information, the national security
tactic is employed.
Is a single story in a newspaper
worth the risk of damaging the
nation's
security
alert
system?
Certainly not. Thus, by putting the
safety of the nation on the line, the
information is Jenied public exposure.

ONE OF THE classic examples of
this form of information denial
concerns the case involving the
assassination of former President John
Kennedy in Dallas, Tex on Nov. 22,
1963.
National Archives files on the case
have been locked away for reasons
of-what else-national security.
Even if the murder of Kennedy was
a premediated conspiracy (as many
investigation experts have claimed), it
would not do the nation irreparable
harm to know all the facts about that
day in Dallas.

Lerrera
requests
information
I would like, if possible, for you to
print the following letter in your
campus newspaper. I am presently
confined in the Southern Ohio
Correctional Facilities at Lucasville,
Ohio. I would like very much to
contact Ms. Lynda Kirshner. 1 met her
three years ago at the Ohio State
University
Branch
College
in
Mansfield. Any information as to how
or where I can get in touch with her
will be greatly appreciated. Thank
you.
Douglas Woods
No. 138-108
P.O. Box 787
Lucasville, Ohio 45648

ALTHOUGH the famous Pentagon
Papers case involving some rather
embarrassing history of the Vietnam
war was supposedly a threat to
national security, the country was
hardly torn apart upon publication of
those papers by The New York Times"
in 1971.
In fact, the papers and Times'
stories were published in book form
during 1971, and the massive public
exposure of the papers did little to
threaten national security.
And now, the national security
shield has been hauled out of its
ancient closet once again. The plea is
the same, but the subject matter is
somewhat different. This tjme around,
the
activities
of
the
Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) are under
scrutiny, and government investigators
are finding the going tough while
attempting to gather information for
the public.
THE CIA investigation recently
concluded by the commission headed
by Vice President Nelson Rockefeller
fell far short of expectations and left
gaping holes in the matter of alleged
CIA assassination activities.
A new investigative commission led
by Sen. Frank Church (D-Idaho) has
run into its share of delays in the past
week while attempting to gather
CIA-related
information
"too
precious" for public eyes and ears.
All of this is nonsense. If the CIA
believes
that an exposure of its
activities will jeopardize essential
undercover endeavors in the future,
there should be no cause for alarm.
Most CIA undercover missions are
usually botched or exposed to the
general public before they get off the
ground.
THE ONLY explanation appears to
be that something is rotten inside the
core of the operation, and public
exposure
would
lead
to
embarrassment. If this indeed is the
case, the public exposure of CIA
activities
would
not
jeopardize
national security but, instead, stress
the need for reform within the agency.

cia
With the recent erhphasis of the
media, especially TV, and the print
media on the Central Intelligence
Agency, 1 ask why did it take ten years
to get across the truth about the facts
of the CIA?
For back in 1965, I became aware
of the so-called facts on the CIA, but
Operation Chaos and the Counter-pol
division of the FBI are still needed to
fight the foe of communism. These
projects are still in operation.
The real nonsense is the debate of
the CIA if Fidel Castro was a
Communist or not back in 1959. You
should read the transcript of that and
then think about the Bay of Pigs
invasion of Cuba in 1961.
Further information in book form,
"None Dare Call It Treason" on the
latter (available) from me.

\~fo o d is p o litic s—\
WASHINGTON -The
television
news programs have added a new
staple over the past several years: the
interview with the farmer who's going
busted.
The
farmer-interviewee
alternates from season to season from
the cattleman to the corn raiser and
back to the cattleman like an infinite,
uniformativo metronome. In keeping
with network news,policy of never
trying to make sense of what's put on
the air, explanations are seldom
proferred as to why we have such price
volatility that first the man who grows
the feed and then the man who raises
the livestock which consumes it must
take turns going to the wall.
For enlightenment on that we must
turn to "The Fields Have Turned
Brown:
Four Essays on World
Hunger," by DeMarco and Sechler
(The
Agribusiness
Accountability
Project, 1000 Wisconsin Ave. NW.,
Wash., D.C. 20007, $3.50, with a very
helpful bibliography). There we learn
that our government's decision to sell
out its grain stocks deprived it of the
ability to flatten out the swoops and
swoons of the price level. This may
have gladdened the hearts of pure free
enterprisers, but to producer and
consumer, it has not brought the
blessing we were promised would
come with the end of agriculture
subsidies.

World' for animals" in which cattle
embryos would be fertilized in the
"reproduction
tracts
of
such
'incubator' animals as rabbits and then
transferred to foster mother cows as
needed."

keep the depleted soil at 20-year-old"
production levels." The current issue
of "Fortune" makes the same
statement in other terms when it
remarks
that
U.S.
agriculture
consumes the equivalent of 213,000
barrels of oil a day to make that
nitrogen fertilizer. Even Jerry Ford
can see there has to be an end to this.

"FORTUNE'S ANSWER is more
capital-intensive, high-cost technology
agriculture. How about growing crops
with a carbon dioxide gas, it asks, say
in the form of "sowing pellets of dry
ice in the fields" or by "gas from
microcapsulet sprayed on plants." Or,
you guys in the lab, what about
inventing some new vegetables like
pomato, "a tomato-potato plant
bearing fruit from above and below
ground." For increasing livestock
production, it seeks a " 'Brave New

WHETHER THAT is the fault of
the
market
system
or
the
quasi-monopolists dominating it may
not be as important as the different
way of thinking about food embodied
in this mimeographed book. Food is
politics
and
economics,
not
technology and sentiment.
Yet the sweetly simple are still
inviting people to those luncheons at
which a glass of water and half a soy
bean cake aie served so that we may
experience the diet of an inhabitant of
the sidewalks of Calcutta. On the
technological side, if the Green
Revolution has been significantly less
verdant than the Sunday sups told us
it would be, even the sophisticates at
"Fortune"
magazine
see
future
progress as recapitulation of the past:
more government research to replace
the faltering technology of the
agro-industrial giants.
DeMarco and Sechler point out that
"in 1968 it took 57,000 tons of
nitrogen fertilizer to produce the
equivalent crop yield per acre in
Illinois that 11,000 tons had produced
in 1949. A five-fold increase just to

As ugly and impossible as these
proposals sound, they may be
perfected well enough to yeild a
cornucopia of tasteless, nutritionally
deficient semi-food. But note, they all
subsume research programs intended
to keep
farming an industrial
enterprise that is too costly for any
' but the large corporation to enter or
maintain itself in. This is the same
mentality that has seen to it that the
average chicken-an animal that can be
raised anywhere-t ravels 1,200 miles to
market.
DeMarco and Sechler show that
those countries, notably the two
Chinas, Egypt, South Korea and
Japan,
that
have
opted
for
non-industrial, small-scale farming are
the non-Western nations enjoying the
greatest success with their agriculture.
Most of the rest, where our economic
organization of agriculture has been
introduced, have had experiences
which
range
from
profoundly
disappointing to horrendous.

To farm the way we do you have to
be wealty to begin with. Otherwise
you can go broke trying to pay for the
fancy technology that is supposed to
feed you. "...Over half the countries
on the United Nations list of Most
Seriously Affected by the food crisis
actually
depend
on
agricultural
exports for at least 80 per cent of their
earnings." DeMarco and Sechler tell
us.
EVEN IN MEXICO, where the
introduction of Gringo farming has
raised
yields,
although
not
spectacularly, we have "the anomaly
of grain surpluses in a country whose
farm population goes hungry" (vide
"The Elements," June 1975, IPS
Transnational, 1901 QSt. NW., Wash.,
D.C. 20008). With that has come the
common
phenomenon
of
rural
depopulation.
We have it in our own country too.
I .m,l in California irrigated at public
expense, for farms not to exceed 640
acres, and Tenneco grabs 350,000
acres of it for industrial cultivation.
Think of how many families, could
make a living off of that land, but,
instead, they're in the cities on welfare
because we are told that labor
intensive agriculture is "economically
irrational."
Food is politics, not sentiment, not
industrial technology.
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ford's new slogan misleading
WASHINGTON
Like
his
predecessors, President Ford is casting
about for a catchy slogan that aptly
expresses his governmental philosophy
for the 1976 political campaign. The
current favorite: "A New Agenda for
America."
The phrase will be market-tested
before various audiences and in
varying ways before it's handed to the
ad writers and pamphleteers of the
Ford for President drive. The New
Agenda line already represents a meld
of previous experiments with such
slogans at "New Directions." and
"Agenda for the Future," which were
quietly inserted in recent Ford
speeches.
What the Ford phrase-makers are
seeking, obviously, is something that
measures, up to Franklin Roosevelt's]
"New Deal," Harry Truman's "Square
Deal,"
John
Kennedy's
"New
Frontier," and Nixon's "Nixon's the
One."
BUT A CANDIDATE'S slogan
must accurately mirror the candidate's
message if it it to be truly effective
and In Mr. Ford's case, "New Agenda"
may not be quite as true as "Back to
Basics." Although the Ford approach

So much for the CIA.
So much for pscudo-anti-communism.
Douglas Keith
4297 Main St.Perry, Ohio

J.F. terHorsl

to government is new in the sense that
it hasn't been advocated from the
White House in recent years, it really is
a return to a credo more in fashion in
pre-Roosevelt days than since.
What Mr. Ford is urging-indeed,
already has been set in motion on
several fronts-is a broad reduction in
government control and supervision of
the
marketplace,
less
federal
responsibility for social well-being and
increasing reliance on the private
sector
and
state
and
local
governments.
The Ford philosophy occurs at an
interesting juncture in national and
world affairs.
His program for
stemming governmental influence over
every aspect of American life comes at
a time when the pendulum is swinging
the other way in most of the Free
World.
Communism is making deep inroads
in Italy and Portugal. Democratic
socialism is seen as the wave of the
future throughout Western Europe and
even Japan. While Mr. Ford's "New
Agenda" is not intended to be a
confrontation with allies abroad, he is
asking this country to march to a
different drummer.

If the Ford philosophy has any
single
continuing thread,
it is
expressed best in a line he first used in
1948 when running for a Michigan
congressional seat and has used
repeatedly ever since: "A government
big enough to do everything for you is
a government big enough to take
everything away from you."
THAT FORD philosophy popped
up most recently in his speech last
week to the National Federation of
lnc';pendent Business, an organization
of small businessmen. His address,
incidentally, was pure Jerry Ford. And
it will be echoed and re-echoed during
h'- presidential campaign next year.
Government must not become "Big
Daddy" over business or society.
Federal red tape must be cut. Business
must be freed from regulatory
bondage so it can produce. He would
turn America away from the liberal
credo "that confines government to no
boundary, that undermines individual
initiative, that penalizes hard work and
excellence, that destroys the balance
between the private and public sectors
of American life."
A decade ago, that kind of rhetoric
could be laughed off as Goldwater
gobbledygook.
Lyndon Johnson's

Stvaant
v~.

Great Society was then the prevailing
doctrine of government. But given
today's nostalgia for simpler times and
simpler ways, Jerry Ford may have
something going for him.
DISILLUSION with government as
the panacea for everything is being
heard these days even from some
Democratic quarters, most notably
from California's Governor Brown,
New York's Governor Carey and the
feisty Democratic freshman class in
Congress. New York City's virtual
bankruptcy is a classic example of
what happens when public officials
overpromise,
overspend
and
overborrow.
Elected
officials
elsewhere can't be blamed for saying.
"Thanks, New York, we needed that."
So while Mr. Ford's "New Agenda"
may
seem
like
a
revival
of
old-fashioned Republicanism, it would
be a mistake to assume this early that
he will offer a clear choice in 1976.
Given the voters' distrust of big
government, it just could be that the
Democrats
will nominate someone
who will be the first of their small
spenders. But don't bank on it.
COPYRIGHT, 1975, UNIVERSAL
PRESS
SYNDICATE/DETROIT
NEWS
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aditor

seeks letters
It would be appreciated very much
if you could print my letter in your
papar. I am an inmate of the Southern
Ohio Correctional Facility. I don't
receive any mail, and I would like to
make
some
friends'
through
correspondence. If any of your readers
would care to write to me, I would be
very happy to answer their letters. It
would certainly make me very happy
to receive a letter from someone.
Billy Banks
No.119099
P.O. Box 787
Lucasvil e, Ohio 45648

THE SAME is true at home, at least
in Mr. Ford's contrast with all of the
announced Democratic aspirants for
the White House except Alabama's
Governor
George
Wallace.
This
President deeply
believes
that
government cannot and should not
attempt to provide the answers to
every national economic and social
problem. He is, in his own words, "a
free enterprise man."
He is not so naive or Neanderthal as
to believe in the old laissez-faire
doctrine of total government aloofness
from society. He doe* believe
government has a role to play, but like
Lincoln, Mr. Ford would limit that
role to doing only what cannot be
otherwise accomplished.

mark glover

manaaina editor

patricia linn
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Supreme Court acts
on disclosure policy
The justices overturned
a U.S. Circuit
Court
decision
requiring
the
FAA k> turn over certain
report* sought by the
Center for the Study of
Responsive Law, a Ralph
Nader organization.
The documents, called
Systems
Worthiness
Analysis Reports, consist
of
FAA
officials"
appraisals of the operation
and
maintenance
of
commercial airlines. The
reports
deal extensively
with airline safety.
The FAA argued that
disclosure of the reports
might cause the airlines to
stop providing information
essential for the safety
analysis.
But lawyers
for the
Nader center contended
that the FOI act states
that it does not apply to
documents
"specifically
exempted from disclosure
in statute."

WASHINGTON (AP) The Supreme Court ruled
this week thai the Federal
Aviation
Administration
(FAA) has a legal right to
keep many of its records
secret
if
the
airline
industry objects to publicdisclosure.
The 7-2 decision also
may
give
other
government
agencies
stronger
ground
for
refusing
to
disclose
documents sought under
the
Freedom
of
Information (FOI) Act.
THE COURT ruled that
the FOI BCt Joes not
supersede
earlier
legislation. It gave the
FAA
authority
to
withhold nnui\ avoids it
anyone files a written
obJ*ction and if the FAA
administrator decides that
disclosure
would
"adversely
affect
the
interests" of the objectoi
and
that
the
public
interest docs not require
disclosure.

THE LOWER court had
ruled that the language in

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT ID.
NOW PLAYING
Eve. at 7:15 - 9:30
Sun. Mat. 2:00 - 4:15

What could be better than
The Three Musketeers?

THE
FOUR
MUSIftTEE^S
It's all new!
PG-

TKHNKOIOR
PRINTS BY DC LUXC

.m

NOW PLAYING
Eve. at 7:15 - 9:30
Sun. Mat. 2:15 ■ 4:30

PETER SELLERS
CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER
CATHERINE SCHELL
HERBERT LOM
BLAKE EDWARDS

the 1458 law establishing
FAA procedures was far
too vague to be considered
as specific as the Freedom
of
Information
Law
requires.
But the Supreme Court
agreed with the FAA that
the statute qualities as an
exemption to the FOI law
Chief Justice Warren
Burger, writing for the
majority
opinion, said
Congress did not intend to
repeal
all
existing
confidentiality
statutes
when
it
passed
the
Freedom of Information
Act.
Joining him in the
majority opinion were
Justices
Byron
White,
Harry Blackmun. Lewis
Powell, William Rehnquist.
Potter
Stewart
and
Thurgood Marshall.
Justices William Douglas
and
William
Breuiian
dissented.
In other action, the
SupremeQ Mill yesterday
luled that the federal
anti-merger law does not
apply to companies with
no direct involvement in
interstate commerce.
In a b-.< decision, the
court lor the first lime put
specific limits on the
extent of the Justice
Department'a power to
block
corporate
acquisitions under Section
Seven of the Clavton Act.
THE
STATUTE
prohibits
monopolistic
mergers
between
corporations "engaged in
commerce."
The court ruled. "We
hold that
the pluase
'engaged In commerce' as
used in Section Seven of
the Clayton Act means
engaged in the flow of
interstate commerce and
was not intended to reach
all corporations engaged in
activities subject to the
federal commerce power.
To be subject to the
statute, "a corporation
must itself be directly
engaged in the production,
distribution or acquisition
of goods or services in
interstate commerce." the
justices said.

local briefs
Campus mail
The Campus Postal Service will be closed on
Saturdays during the summer. It will also close at 11:30
a.m. on Fridays. Final mail for the week should be in the
post office before 11:15 a.m.

ID. needed
Students requesting information from their placement
tiles will be required to present some form of
identification in ordet to maintain the confidentiality of
the records, according to James Trecger, Assistant
Director of Career Planning and Placement Services. In
the pasi. Identification was not required.

Library hours
Following are the library hours for summer session.
The libraries will be closed on July 4 and September 1.

June I1) - August 27
Monday Ihunday. 7:30 a.m.-7:20 p.m.
Friday, 7:30a.m.- 4:.t0p.m.
Saturday, closed
Sunda) . I :.'0 p.m. • 7:30 p.m. (Main library only)
August 28 - September 21
Monday - Thursday. 7:30 a.m. ■ 5:30 p.m.
Friday, 7:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Saturday • Sunday.closed

Payroll hours
Due in new summer hours, payroll checks will be
available at Ihe Buisoi's Office from 7:30-11:30 a.m. on
the appropriate Fridays.

Production

Humor,awards brighten
graduation ceremonies
It was a far cry from the
University's
first
commencement m l'M7
when the graduating class
consisted of one person.
Almost .100 graduates
prepared to leave the
University June 14. sonicglad to he finally through,
and some a little sad thai
school days were at an
end.
Those
attending
commencement exercises
at Perry Stadium were
treated
to
a
sunny
ceremony.
and
a
light-hearted address hy
David Frott, British saliusl
and humorist.
"It was really nice,"
said one spectator. "He

Bum K.v

THE CO-OP
IS OPEN

BLAKE EOAARQS
tMa-awt.'
MBLAKf I

...... •em.***.* ^OVAiTAMO
RtOAPL* .\
AM
I«M - PANAv&Oh"

United Arrttti
BARGAIN SUNDAY MATINEES!
_
ALL SEATS $1.00

a'auHBiJ

Come in for Used Books,

NOW PLAYING
Eve. at 7:15 ■ 9:45
Sat.-Sun. Mat. 2 p.m.

'ATfURinCAlfr
ENTER1AININC
WHODUNIT!"

MtKW'HCltlKSaWOUIOl

■ USSXKJOI em MI CMS HUMS

Summer Hrs. 12 - 2 M - ft

Bowaamtmtm

AfcAJU
MURDER ON THf ORIENT EXPRESS
OlJI-rWSBtoMUfl Ki'.iifHurui i»*on*1«ii[ia
SI - ALL SEATS - $1

LARGE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS LESS THAN 6 MONTHS OLD,
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
WASHER AND DRYER IN BUILDING. COMPLETELY CARPETED. AVAILABLE JUNE OR
SEPTEMBER. FOR MORE DETAILS CALL
353-7381.

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT
PORTAGE

Durvt

IN

TMHTwr

(Frost) didn't stand up
then- .mil tell us we were
the hope ol the Inline
And lie didn't talk about
the depiessing slate of the
economy.
"lie knew thai wasn't
what we wanted to he.n ."
she said
UNIVERSITY Piesuleiii
llollis MIMIC Jr. presented
the Distinguished Alumnus
Awaid to Charles Perry, a
I9S8 graduate of the
University.
In lift". Perry became
the
youngest
State
university president in ihe
country at age 32 when he
was
named
the first
president
of
.Florida
International
University.
In 1971 he was selected

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

HEY
PODNERS!

NOW FLAYING
OPEN 8:00
SHOW 9:20

WEDNESDAY IS

uiie ol the ten outstanding
young men m America.
Honorary degrees wore
presented In two areas by
111 Moore. The Degiec ol
IXiclor ol Humane Letters
was presented to Rabbi
Icon Feuer, Toledo, who
has
spent
his
active
lifetime winking tor the
welfare of the Jewish
people
The Degree ol Doctor
.'I Science was awarded
Harold
May field,
succesful
businessman

Placement
I he Burroughs Corporation will interview graduates
Interested in technical sales positions Tuesday, July 8, In
360 Student Services Bldg.
August grads with a minimum 2.8 G.P.A. majoring in
Accounting, Marketing, Mathematics, Management,
Computer Science, or General Business are eligible.
Interested students should sign the interview schedule in
ihe Placement Office by Thursday, July 3. A resume or
data sheet must be provided at time of sign-up.

and
respect e d
ornithologisl

Sea world

INCLUDING
THE
seniors
of this spring's
commencement,
the
Univeisily has graduated
m.ire

than

Seaworld. in Aurora. Ohio, will be holding University
Family Days from June 28 - July 13. Coupons for
discounts on admission to the park are available for all
members of the University community at the Personnel
Office in Shalzel Hall.

50.000

students

Restaurant
OPEN 24 Hrs.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

\1

HAPPY HOURS"
4-9 DAILY

featuring
'DYNAMIC ENTERTAINMENT"

9 P,_M.-2 A.M. TUESDAY-SATURDAY

*

The Kinsley Bros.

*

THE
LADY SALOON
inn SHADY
onMUi LMI/I
OHLUUII

FRI. - SAT. BONUS
LATE SHOW
PETER FONDA IN
" Easy Rider"

GG0OONIY
JUM4
ML DAY

*
*

*

OPEN
thru Thuf»

oil open hours

PIZZA

Bowling Croon Ohio 43402
12"

14"

51.50

$2.10

$7 60

.3$

35

.46

Eoch ■dried itom

SUBS
Small - SI. 10

Popporoni
Mushrooms
Soutogo
Croon Popport
Black Ollvot

Oniont
Ground Boot
Bacon
Ham
Extro Chooto

COLO DRINKS
Coko. Orange
Root Boor I Sprit.

$.25

Milk

$.50

MilkShokoi
Coif e.

i m>l

AND MINI SUB SHOP

51* E. WootlorSl.

I"

Fri. ft

im till mioniaM'll Mi

Largo • $1.45

Items

CO-HIT AT 11:10
BARBRA STREISAND IN
"The Owt and The Pussycat"

*
*
*

352-1506

Chooio

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.

*

Free Delivery during

PIZZA

REG. $1.53
SAVE 53t

*
*

Three
University
students were bitten by >
"thin black cat" recently
according to University
police, and it is not known
whether
the
cat
has
contacted ralne. or not.
The cat has been seen
near University Hall and
the
Education
Bldg.
according to a University
Police spokesman and may
have an injured left ear.
Small traps have been
set for the cat, and anyone
seeing the animal should
contact University Police
immediately.
Otherwise,
the three students who
were bitten will hive to
undergo a series of ribies
shots, a University Police
spokesman said.

•••••••••••••*************

ROAST BEEF PLATTER

$1.00

Black
cat

*

1628 EAST W00STER STREET

S DOLLAR DAY S
Juicy roast beef slacked high on a sesame seed bun
with ensp western fries and creamy co*e slaw.

Cluster film
"Wildc-i Reitei" (Wild Rider), a spoof on publicity
hunters and image building, will be shown today at 7:30
p in in the Darrow Cafeteria Lounge. English subtitles
will he included. The film, sponsored by the German
OuStei, is free and open to the public.

HOWARD JOHNSON
RESTAURANT

Records and Tapes

iO*SMt0u*(

—Vtnctnt CtnOy.
N»w Yotk 7/m#s

"Alcum a bicentennial comedy written by Carolyn
Balducci, will be presented June 26-28 at 8 p.m. in the
Joe B. Brown Theater. Admission is free to all
performances.

David Frost

S.S0
$.15

»oo»l Boot
MinodMoat
Ham
Horn* Ch»»»o
Bologna
Bologna 4 Cheeto
Salami
Salami 4 Choow
Chooto
Tuna Salad
Chick on Solad
Hot Sautogo
Hot Moatball
Hamburgor Stook

SALADS
Totiod Salad

S

Choi Solad

$1.40

Tuna Salad

.

S5

$1.40

Chickon Salad

$1.40

Vogotarian Salad

$1.75

Dressings
Fronch
Itolion
lOOOItland
Vin.gar 1 Oil

GARLIC BREAD
4 - $.40
• • S.7S
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South Koreans
fear invasion
.'quipment. but also by
digging Invasion tunnel?
across the truce lines,'
Park said.

SEOUL (AP) - North
uid South Korea fired new
volleyi in their war of
word* yesterday on the
25th anniversary of the
Mart of the Korean War.

He warned thai if llie
North Koreans "recklessly
launch an invasion against
the South again as a result
of their miscalculation of
our will and ability, they
would be digging their
own graves and choosing
the path to self-destruction."

President Chung Hee
Park in
an anniversary
statement accused North
Korea's Communist regime
of "attempting to provoke
even more overtly a war of
invasion
against
the
South"
following
the
recent
collapse
of
American
policy
in
Indochina.

Park called on North
Korea to accept promptly
a "mutual nonaggression
agreement" that South
Korea had proposed earlier
and to remove and destroy
all
military facilities,
including tunnels built
inside the demilitarized
zone.

•THEY
ARE
busy
seeking an opportunity
and a pretext for invasion
of the South, not only by
massing a large number of
troops and continuously
expanding
military

•*-

«**

NORTH'
KOREA
charged that the United
States and South Korea
were creating a dangerous
situation in which a war
m.iy break out at any
moment.
A statement
from the North Korean
foreign ministry accused
the United States of "war
provocation
maneuvers"
that it was attempting to
justify with "vociferous"
talk of North Korea's
"threat
of
southward
aggression."
North Korea warned the
South and the United
States
'against'
miscalculation, and said it
would respond to any
aggression with "decisive
counteraction that would
crush the aggressors to the
last one."

Stones hot again this summer

THE SOUTH Korean
government last Saturday
put all government offices
and
government
corporations
on
a
third-degree alert for the
first time since the Korean
War of the 1959's.

isaneUo\
CALL
352-5166

'DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR 0\ST,FREE*HOT
f

since the band moved to
the label.

Once again, it is a
Rolling Stones summer.
After a couple years of
living in semi-obscurity,
the "world's greatest rock
and roll band" is again on
the road. And, in the
midst of its I97S world
tour, the band is sweeping
across the United States.
It is a basic truism in
the recording industry that
few things can stimulate
album sales as much as the
hoopla that surrounds a
major tour. People see a
band, people read about a
band; and this, in turn,
makes them want to listen
to records made by the
band.
Thus, we seldom see a
band mounting a major
tour without the release of
a new album.
GIVEN THE stature of
the Rolling Stones, it is
not surprising to find that
the summer tour coincides
with the release of not
one, but two new Ip's.
What is surprising, and
even
disappointing,
however, is the fact that
neither of the new releases
is really a new album.
Instead, both are packages
of older Stones tracks
repackaged and spruced up
for the consumption of
avid fans.
The first, and least
interesting, of the two, is
what might be considered
the official album for the
summer tour. It is called
"Made In the Shade." The
Ip is on the Stones' current
label, and is nothing but a
collection of ten of the
best-known Stones songs
which have been recorded

,*/»*.••/»*.*1fm ■%*»»..%>■

SUN. THRU THUR. 4:30 p.m. -1 a.m. FRI„ SAT. ■ 4:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
%%n .%>■ ■!%%!» iHf»iiunHr*n '•>

Review by
David Fandray

"•

The Oxford House

For the Finest in Men's and Women's Clothing

Welcomes Summer Quarter Students!
Let's Gef Acquainted Sale

Fnr the Men!

For fflfl Wgrnsn;

Soloct Group of

Famous Makor

Short Sleeve Shirts

$5.00

Swim Suits

$1 1.99
to $12.99

Orig. $8.50 to $13.00 Hurry!

Banian

Originally $16.00 to $19.00

Pullovers

Hurry for this ... Limited Siios Ll ft

ALL THE expected hits
have been included on the
album from
"Brown
Sugar" to "Angie" to "It's
Only Rock and Roll." The
titles speak for themselves.
They obviously make for a
powerful rock and roll
album, but the album
itself is meaningless unless
you lack the previous
albums, or are a fanatic
collector who wants every
Stones album in your
collection.
The
other
album,
"Metamorphosis," is a far
more interesting record.
This is a collection of
fourteen Stones tracks
that have never been put
on a Stones album released
in this country. These
tracks are out-takes, or
songs
recorded
during
sessions that were never
selected for inclusion on
an album.
The album's title is
indicative of the time
during which most of
these
tracks
were
recorded. They come from
the period in the Stones'
career just prior to and
following Brian
Jones'
death and his subsequent
replacement
of
Mick
Taylor.
Thus,
the
album
captures the flavor of the

band at a particularly interesting point in its
development.
The
dominant flavor is that of
the
rhythm
and
blues-oriented band that
recorded "Flowers" and
"Aftermath."
The rock and roll songs
are primitive and raw,
recalling
lite
Stones'
earliest
Chuck
Berry
influences. The ballads are
remarkably subdued and
pretty,
obviously
emulating the sound of
such Motown groups as
the Temptations.

The result is an interesting,
if uneven, record that
should please
long-time
Stones fans and those with
a penchant
for early
English rock.

...

WHEN THE Jefferson
Starship played Bowling
Green in May, the band
had just finished recording
its second album. This
album,
entitled
"Red
Octopus," has now been
released, and it is every bit
as
exciting
as
the
St ai ship's
performance
that night.
The main attraction on
the album, as at the
.oncert, is the return of
Vliiis Balin. the man with
the incredible voice, who
founded
the
original
Jefferson Airplane.
Once again teamed up
with Grace Slick and Paul
Kantner. Balin sparks the
Starship with a fire and
style
refreshingly
reminiscent of the glory

THIS
RECORD
is
appealing
primarily
because it captures the
Stones when they were a
bunch of brash punks
lacking
musieal
or
re c o r ding
st udio
sophistication. There is a
vitality here that has been
lost
in
the
band's
transilion
to
superstardom.
The album's primary
drawback, however, lies in
the fact that it is a
collection of out-takes.
These tracks were not put
on albums before, because
thev simply were not as
good as the tracks that did
goon.
Still, it is a tribute to
the Stones that they can
be as exciting as this, even
when not doing their best.

ART* %
FNTEsCTAINrUENT

IAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
Copt 73 lot Ao<«ki Tinm
ACROSS
1 Excited
6 French wine
center
10 Copy: Abbr.
14 Clown
16 Positive terminal
16 Too hasty
17 Famous Bonnet
bv Shelley
19 Frogner Park
city
20 Annoy
21 Bait
22 Mixer of
pigment!
Ho
Home of Goya'i
Duchess
25 Color completely
26 Coin
29 Carry on
30 Initials showing
motor speed
83 Aromatic seed
34 South American
dance
36 "
It me!"
36 Spheres
37 Diet Item in
nursery rhyme
88 At no
(free)
39 Retainer
40 TVs "
0"
41 Arabian
42 Headgear
43 Paris airport
44 Dutch flatting
•hip
45 Polish money
47 Pitcher's faux
paa
48 Adam's flnt wife

50
61
64
56
58
59
60
61
62
63

Math term
Doctor's gp.
Olympian
Where Tabris Is
Mountain range
in Germany
Llaard
Fascist
Relax
Go in
Chops

DOWN
1 Arm of the
Black Sea
2 SUr*
8 Cameo stone
4 Place for a
workout
5 Not so blue
river
6 Hindu deity
7
de vlvre
8 Harem room
9 Certain funds
10 Literary method
11 Chef d'oeuvre
It
Royal.
National Park
18 Norse god
18 Worn out
23 Bright thought
24 Galatea's beloved
25 Exchange words
26 Gibe
27 Thick soup
28 Defalcatora
29 Bother
31 Sheriff's men
32 Measuring device
34 Spiraled
37 Ancient African
city-state

38 Emulate
Escofner
40 Derisive cry
41 Not
candle

AKWH

HI
Ut

to

44 Shelter
46 Contemporary of
Chopin
47 British statesman Edmund
48 Noted comedian
Bert
49 Dies
50 Religious group
51 Iliad warrior
62 Labyrinth
63 Absinthe ingredient: Fr.
56 Buddhist sect
67
nutshell
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E^ery Pant in Our Stock

Save
10% to 40%

AHP6B*Ml

$2.99
and
$3.99

by Garry Trudeau

m? '8uam."/tr
imtmekcoK/mtftvr.

HtS/0
S&BHN6
SPBOALU
MIND? \

Other Great Savings

T/JfOogAjoui

in

The Men's Department

The Women's Department

The Oxford House
518 E. Wooster
Near the BurgtT Chvf

OPEN Mon. - Sot. 1 O to 3=30

t

WSK.IT
ISAM*

A'SMART BOM0.imrs
twHemtr
BOMB?

\j

31

pces/fr
MATTBH-

pom JUSTHTT
turn neasm
IT?

5fr^

\

1 Dj

~«®*~ CLQSSIFIED ~*®fc~
CAMPUS CALENDAR
B.G.S.U. Karate Club Goju-Kai organizational meeting
open to everyone interested; old members please attend.
June 26,7:30 PM Hayes Hall.
SERVICES OFFERED

NANCY AID, 3S2-623o.

Decisions? Need to tslk?
EMOTIONAL
and
MATERIAL
PREG-

The
most
sensuous
condom in the world.
NAKEN. Textured and

352.8639

Now $1.19* deposit

»
5

-s*^

Many Other Great Savings

8 pack 16 oz. Pepsi
rag. $1.49

WM^*'

■.SIBJM

Plus

A

rYES,SK.Ue'&
6ON6T00RCP

Good Colors Available

Plus Many

7*7 S. Main

MUM

LCTn unuiiii ui'inui'i
nrJULIl-IHLI HUHUMUH

DOONESBURY

IftURsaaomms
XVfcf
mscu/m-Y nmtvtim
OXJAH Ml joswewse
msHOsases vePUNrme
aesAFe* /B0MUN6!
\

Halters

to mvwn mm

Ritliinn unni.irn nr.in
nun nnnuii
rnmn worm nnm'tii
run nrortro nnrnnnn
in iumi N miiiiinMM

Orig. $10.00

Now $5.99

days of the old Airplane.
His voice, his songwriting,
and his mere presence help
create
an
excitement
rarely found in rock music
these days.
Balin, of course, is not
alone responsible for the
quality found on this
record.
Slick's
voice
sounds
as
fresh
and
chilling as it did in 1967.
She and Kantner are once
again writing with clarity
and insight. And the level
of the musicianship on the
band's instrumental side is
consistently
high-especially
in
the
performances of guitarist
Craig Chaquico and bassist
Pete Sears.
The album is a good
Wend of romance and
cynicism; soft music and
driving rock. It should
appeal to fans of the old
Airplane band and those
who are merely looking
for something new and
good.

imported from Sweden.
Delicately ribbed surface
heightens sexual pleasure
for both of you. Thin
"nude" latex, contoured
for greater .sensitivity. Be
sure to ask about Profil
and Jade. Now available
from pharmacies and all
Revco stores.

Will-baby sit every day
after I PM 352-7966,
372-2247.
WANTED
Homeworkcrs: Earn $100.
weekly
addressing
envelopes. Ruth 25 cents
Gem CO., POB 2l244x,
INDPLS.IND. 46221.

Cold Boor - Wino - Champagne

South Side Six
Carry Out

OPEN
9am - 11pm Weekdays 6 Sunday
9am • 12pm Friday 4 Saturday

r>
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Bowling Green
Greets the Summer...
The Festival of Brass
By Patricia Sinn
Managing Editor

Newsphotos by Gordon Fischer
and Claudia Craig

The people of Bowling
Green demonstrated the
truth of the old saying,
"Everyone
loves
a
parade." as the fourth
annual festival of Brass
celebrated the arrival of
summer.

The parade began at I
p.m.
Saturday as a
formation
of
four
airplanes llcw over the
parade route on Main
Si reel. Then came a
cavalcade of some hOOO
marchers,
floats
and
equestrian
units. and
Drum and Bugle Corps
from eight stales and
Canada.
The award for first

place among the civic
floats in the parade went
to the Otsego Future
Farmers of America..
A CROWD of about
30,000 people sat through
72 minutes of summer sun
and heat, enjoying the
parade from rooftops,
second story windows,
front yards and curb sides.

Small children carried
lawn chairs on their heads
as they toddled downtown
for the festivities. Dogs of
all kinds ran through the
lawns, making friends with
other canines along the
way.
It was an afternoon of
old-fashioned
fun for
everyone.
SATURDAY
EVENING, the Drum and

Bugle Corps which had
marched in the parade
staged ■ competition at
ferry Stadium. Three
thousand
spectators
witnessed
the

performance*.
The winner of the
competition was the Royal
Crusader Drum .ind Bugle
Corps from Findleyville,

ft.

Students play free with validation card

New tennis system in effect
students don't know about
the new system and have
been showing up at the
courts" without
their
validation cards.
"We
haven't
been
turning students away who
don't bring their validation
cards at first," Gill said.
"Students can either bring
their spring or summer
v:i11cl.it■<>■■ card and play
for free."
Gill said students arc
not actually members of
the club, hut they do
enjoy all the benefits of a
member. However, faculty
and staff members along
with the general public
must buy a membership to
play or pay a $ I per hour
per court Ice each lime
they play tennis. There arc
special rates for guests.
"It is a kind of thing
where the user pays," Gill
said "The money taken in
goes mainly to (he courts
to pay for nets, screens
and resurfacing oi the
courts," he added.
ONE OF THE benefits
of a member is that court

By Dm Garfidd
Sports Editor
Did you ever have (o
wait for a i»nnis court? If
you have, l.'cn you will
appreciate the University's
new Tennis Club that is
being initiated at the Ice
Arena courts this summer.
Due to lack of court
apace and popularity of
the game, the University
hat started a club where
students and members can
play and reserve a court in
advance,
while
non-members have to pay
a court fee.
THE CLUB which will
be in operation from this
month
through
labor
Day, was designed to give
members and students an
advantage to. play over
those who do not pay.
Bob
Gill,
club
pro-manager,
said
the
transition from free and
open ten is to the new
format has been received
favorably by both students
and members, but many

IM notes
The entry deadline for lirst term softball entries has been
extended through today (June 26), 5 p.m. linlrics for men's
slow pitch and coed leagues arc available from hail director!
and at the Intramural Office, Kmnii 201, Memorial Hall.
Play will begin, Monday June 30.
Entries for the first term IM golf and tennis tournaments
are now available from hall directors and at the IM office,
Entries arc due July 3, Play will begin July 7. Scpcrate
tournaments wil he held for men and women and is open
to all students and faculty and staff members.
197S Summer School
Intramural Calendar
FIRST TERM

ENTRIES DUE

Slow-pitch Softball*
Coed Softball
Tennis (singles)
Golf (Individual)

June 26
June I'I
July .1
July .1

PLAY BEGINS
June 30
June 23
July 7
July 7

Slow-pitch softball*
Coed Softball
Ti-nnis (doubles)

July 27
July 27
July 30

July 2V
July 29
A
"K 4

Golf (team)
Men only

July 30

Aug. 4

SECOND lbKM

NOTE:
1. All summer school IM activities will rescheduled during the evening hours, 6-8:30 p.m.
2. Entries will be available liom counselors, hall
directors and the IM office, Room 201 Memorial
Hall.
3. Activities are open to all tegularly enrolled
students, faculty, and staff.
4. Activities will. Ire added if there is sufficient
interest by students.

— FEATURING —

>&y

Q
wj jj

Can Broiled Sinks- and
Chopi
Full (V»rir humus Dinner
It Mlill Ills
PANCAKKS I WAFKI.RS
Sumimr bcn.dui.
7:30 - 7:30 WMkdayi
7:30
230 Sundayi

>

k>
"

412 EAST W00STER
BANQUET ROOM

reservations can be taken
by phone (372-0302) or in
person beginning at 9 a.m.
on the day preceding one's
desired playing
date.
Members can also select
any court that is available
while non-members are
assigned a court.
All players must check
in at the desk located by
the middle courts before

beginning play, Gill said. A
player (or group) can only
play for one hour at a time
on a court, except after
hours (8 p.m.)

crowded at that time (7
p.m.) and many persons
had to wait around for a
court.

C I L L
SAID
members
can
assure
themselves of a court by
phoning in a court in
advance.
"Before we started the
club, the courts were

Membership costs for
faculty and staff along
with general public prices
can be attained at the Ice
Arena Courts from 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m. daily or call Gill
at 372-0302.
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BG - Tribe day set
The University Alumni
Association is sponsoring
the
fourth
annual
HI. Imli.nis
day
at
Cleveland Stadium July
19. •
A
doublchcadcr
between the Indians and
the California Angels is
scheduled to begin at 5:30
p.m. that Saturday.
A
"bchind-the-fence"
party at 3:30 p.m. also is
planned.
Beer.
pop.
sandwiches
and
other
refreshments
will
be
available
and
some
Indians' players will be on
hand for autographs.
Between games of the
twinbill,
the
"Great
Wallcnda" will perform his
walk on the highwire.
Box scat tickets for this
event arc open to both BG
alumni
and
students.
Normal box seats are
$4.50, but a $4 tickets will
provide box seats and
special admission to the
"bchind-the-fence" party.
Anyone
purchase

wishing
tickets

to
or

wanting more information
can contact the Alumni
HOOK or all

372-2186.
• • •

TWO FALCON hockey
players have been named
"All Americans" on the
19 7 4-75
RECAP
all-American
squad
selected by the "Rating
Experiments in Collegiate
Athletic
Performance"
group.
Although
not
the
'official
"coaches"
all American team, which
honors 12 players, the
RECAP
selections
included Roger Archer,
senior delcnscman from
S a r n Fa.' Ont., on the
second team and Doug
Ross, senior winger from
Dearborn, Mich., on the
third I'MIIJ
Archer and Ross were
both first-team selections
on the 1974-75 Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association
(CCHA)
all-league team.
MIKE
three-time

WILCOX
all American

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING
E0R
SUMMER

lacrosse defenseman. was
elected tri-captain and was
a starter for the South in
the
14 Ih
annual
North-South
All-Star
ItcroM game. June 14. at
Ithaca, N.Y.
Wilcox played in his
hometown
of
Ithaca
before a crowd of 10.000
tans who saw the North
end a three-game winning
streak by the South with
an unbelievable 25-24,
sudden-death
overtime
victory,

* • •

"FOR THEIQUilH
straight year. Falcon golfer
Ken Walters has been
selected to compete in the
NCAA Golf Championship
starting ycslciday at Ohio
Stale University's Scarlet
and Grey Course.
The BG senior liom
Guard (liberty) placed
•list
m
last
year's
tournament
as
an
individual after competing
for team houois during his
lieshman and sophomore
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The followng offer access to the BGi
Health Sp ,. swimming pool, whirlpool,
sauna and locker room facilities.
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Lifters place at Akron
Four members of the
University
weightlifting
club placed high in the
recent Akron Powerlilt
Open
Seniors Steve Sova and
Jack LoutermUch each
won
their
respective
weight
classes.
while
graduate
student Greg
Sushinsky took second
and Jim Looney finished
third. About 100 lifters
competed.
Sova. competing in the
242-pound
weight
division, gained the top
spot with a three-lilt total
of I .('20 pounds. The huge
lifter turned in efforts of
500 pounds in the squat.
420 in the bench press,
and 610 in the deadlift
enroutc to the title.

LOUTERMILCH,
a
165-pound
lifter,
also
copped first in his class.
He totaled 1.200 pounds
with lifts of 410 in the
squat, 250 in the bench
press, and 540 in the
deadlift category.
Another 165 pounder,
looney, placed third with
a 400 pound squat, 310

bench press and a 48S
deadlift effort. His total
was 1,195.
Sushinsky gained the
runner-up spot at 220
pounds with a I ,.'70 total.
His best efforts were 510
in the squat, 320 in the
bench press and a 540 in
the deadlift.

Creason, Cooper retire
Forrest Creason, a former golf coach at the University
and teacher for 37 years in the health and physical
education department is retiring July I. Creason was golf
coach from 1957-69. His coaching record was 119-116-7.
Dr. Sain Cooper, former men's HPE director for 25 years
(1948 73) will also retire from teaching July 1. Cooper also
coached the men's varsity swim team from 1945-63,
compiling a brilliant 160-49-1 record and several
Mid-American Conference (MAC) titles.

$l.00-$2.00- $3.00

BONUS SALE

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
NOW LEASING
FOR
SUMMER

Thurs. - fri. - Sot.

Rent Prorated Rent Prorated
HAMP10N HOUSE
BUCKEYE H0USI
BIRCHW00D PLACE
MT VERNON

This avid tennis buff returns a hard serve by his partner at the Ice
Arena courts. The University has begun a new tennis dub where
students may play free if they bring their spiing or summer
validation card. Photo by Steve Williamson.

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE FEATURES:
• lull furnished apts
• c entral Ras air conditioning and heating
with individual apt controls
• sliding glass doors to balcony and patio
• Gas equipped laundry area available in
each ipt building
• patio'areas with grills available for each
bwkiinp

* Buy a bait, scarf, hat, earing, necklace or ring
at regular price - buy a second on* for Si.OO
* Buy a midriff, haltor or tuba top at ragular prico
- buy a second for $2.00
* Buy a short sloovo shirt, shall or tank top
at ragular prico - buy a sacond one for $3.00

club bouse facility featuring
indoor heated pool

(sacond one must be sama valua or lass)

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE
853 N apoleon Rd, Suite. 5
Office hrs daily 9 12 ft is
352 6248 or 352 9378

Management. 1163 Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE HRS 9 12 and !•'> 352-9378

t¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

The Powder Puff
Mon. thru Sat.
10AM-5 PM

525 Ridge St.

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
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BEST DEAL IN TOWN

ATTENTION:
BGSU
Fraternity and Sorority
Members Anybody interested in helping
with Freshman Greek Information
during Pre - Registration Programs

Meeting

Mon. 7:00pm.,
June 30th

2nd Floor Lounge Student Services Bldg

SCHWINN
BICYCLES
ONE OF THE

REG.
•Che«se- -rUm -SdUmi •Uffrwt* -Onwrn «KcKI«v
•TaMto

SALES SERVICE ■ PARTS

353-8323
102 W. P0E, BOWLING GREEN

OHLY

minimum delivery is $1.50

WORLDS FINEST

Books Bike Store

SOBSAIMPWICK
OI.7Q)

fHOMtt
PH.35Z-7571

New hrs.
until 2:00 a.m. everynight
until 3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

THURSDAYS
5

12.
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